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Introduction

To  describe  and  analize  the  evolution  and  the  behavior  of  complex  systems,  constituited  by 
elementary objects interacting with each other, are lately used multi-agent system models.
In  a  lot  of  fields,  from Opinion  Dynamics,  Cultural  Dynamics,  Language  Dynamics,  Crowds 
Behavior to Social and Economics models and so on, this approach has produced interesting results.
The model introduced in the next pages is, in fact, a  multi-agent model and its aim is to observe 
how a small set of parameters, like  information level,  instruction level,  imitation, and  political  
orientation,  can  influence  the  perception  of  each  single  agent  in  the  network,  about  the  news 
available in the system. What follows, is a brief list of the topics that will be dealt with, in this  
article.
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1) Purpose of the simulation

The goals of this project are mainly two.

In first place, we wanted to use the NetLogo framework to create a network with proprieties as 
close  as possible to a real network. To do this, it was necessary to construct a network with node 
ranks distributed as a power law. 

 

This requirement made possible to have, in the network, a very small number of nodes with high 
degree, called hubs and a great number of nodes, with low degree, eventually with degree 1, called 
leaves.  This is one of the main proprieties characterizing a real network, and making it strongly 
different from a crystal lattice.
Of  course  there  are  a  lot  of  other  parameters  characterizing  such  networks,  like  the  distance 
between nodes, their clustering coefficient and so on, but our purpose was not to describe network 
propireties, but just to use this kind of structure to study the diffusion of news and their reception.
To obtain this kind of structure a  preferential attachment algorithm has been used, like the one 
described by Barabasi-Albert (Emergence of scaling in random networks; Albert-Laszlo Barabasi – 
Reka Albert)

P(k) vs k - Power law distribution of P(k) (probability of having a node with degree k) in funcition  
of k (number of node's undirected links). This power law have been obtained from a network  
simulated using C++, with preferential attachment algorith and 600.000 nodes 



 

Example of network created with a preferential  
attachment algorithm using the NetLogo framework.  
It's easy to notice the presence of hubs and leaves.  
Different colors indicate a different political party

Silicon crystal lattice. Here the structure is totally  
different from the previous picture, hubs and leaves are 
absent, each node has the same number of links.



The second step was to observe how a news could be received by the single agents of the network, 
and to understan what parameters play a significant role in this process. We have chosen to consider 
each one of them like an individual,  endowed with its  own characteristics,  making it  a unique 
member of the network. To do this we needed to chose carefully which were this characteristics,  
Each agent received the following proprieties: 

An infomation level, whose purpose is to determine how much that single agent is aware of the 
news available in the system (like newpapers, television news, etc.)

A knowledge level, whose purpose is to determine how much that single agent is able to understand 
about the news it receives: to a higher knowledge level, correspond a higher probability that the 
agent understands correctly the received news, just as it is broadcasted.
The lower the knowledge level, the bigger will be the error that the agent can introduce on the 
received news, simulating some sort of difficulty to understand correctly the informations.

A leverage level, that is the tendency of the agents to imitate the opinions of their neighbors. Its 
purpose is to weigh the contribution of the neighbors, into the process that brings each agent to form 
its own opinion.

A political orientation, whose purpose it to weigh the received news according to their source: both 
news coming directly from the system, or from other agents in the network, will have a higher 
weight if the source and the receiver share the same political party or a similar political orientation.

Once all the parameters, needed by the agents to build their own final opinion, have been chosen,  
we started writing a program able to simulate this process and plot the results, allowing us to see 
clearly in which way, each one of the parameters can influence the final opinion reached by the 
agents in the whole system, and eventually to measure the time needed to get to a stationary state, or 
some sort of dinamical equilibrium.

2.1) How the model works – Main concepts

To achieve all the above-mentioned objectives, we started creating the network: after placing the 
first node, at each subsequent time step, (in netlogo we say “at each tick”) we add a new node, that 
connects to one of the others pre-existing nodes. To obtain preferential attachement and make sure 
that hubs will appear in the network, it is mandatory that the probability of creating a link with a  
specific node,  is not uniformly distributed: we need it  to take into account the structure of the 
network already present. The probability to link with a node needs be directly proportional to the 
number of links that node already have. The higher the number of link a node possess the higher the 
probability that the new node will be linked to it. 

Every time a new node appear into the system, the program provides it with all the parameters 
needed to the simulation, according to the criteria selected by the user.
Each one of the parameters previously mentioned, apart  from political  orientation,  is  generated 
choosing a random variable, extracted from a normal distribution, with mean and standard deviation 
set by the user, by the appropriate sliders on the program's interface.
This  feature  allows  the  user  to  control  the  singles  parameter  at  a  global  level,  keeping  the 
population heterogeneous. 



For what concerns the political orientation we chose a different approach: to allow a spontaneous 
generation of political parties or simply groups of individuals in the network, we decided to make 
sure that, each time a new node is added to the system and connected to another pre-existing node, 
its political party has a given probability to be the same as the one of the node it's liking to.
This does not mean that its political orientation is exactly the same, but guarantees a good 
similarity. The probability of this event depends on the leverage level of the new node: a check is 
made extracting a random floating point variable in the interval [0,1), if this variable is less than the 
leverage level of the node, then the new node will assume the same political party of the node it just 
connected with, otherwise its political orientation is chosen randomly with uniform probability on 
all the available interval. (Political orientation range [-1,1])

It's also possible to modify one or all of this parameters after the creation of the network, without 
creating a new one from scratch. Despite all the networks are created with the same algorithm, 
which makes them equivalent from the statistical point of view, it is interesting to observe how the 
results may change, varing the parameter but keeping the same underlying structure

After the network is complete and all the parameters have been assigned, we can start the 
simulation. 

A part of the interface of the program. The user can set mean and 
standard deviation for each one of the parameters related to the  
agents. The distribution obtained from this parameters is shown with  
an appropriate histogram. It’s important to notice that all this levels  
(information, knowledge, leverage) are defined in the range [0,1], so  
if a random value extracted from the normal distibution should result  
out of this range, the extraction be will repeated, until this  
requirement is satisfied.



2.1.1) Information check

A news is made available to all the agents in the system, in the form of a real number. To simulate 
the coexistence of different sources related to different political parties this news is tagged in 3 
ways effectively obtaing 3 different news that can eventually reach the agents.
At this point each agent makes 3 checks to determine how many news and which one it's able to get 
from the system. Each one of this checks is made extracting a real random number in the interval 
[0,1) and confronting it with the information level of the agent. If the extracted value is less than the 
information level of the agent, than the agent get the news.
All the agents that in this phase get at least 1 news from the system can move to the next steps of 
the code and form their own opinion. The agents that get no news will have to wait until they can 
communicate with their neighbors and get the news indirectly. The news that they will find, will 
then by affected by the political orientation of their neighbors and will be, in general, different from 
the original.

2.1.2) Knowledge chek

After all the informations have been distributed, each agent makes a new check, for each news it 
received. This check is similar to the previous one: if this check succeeds, the information is 
understood by the agent just as it has been broadcasted, otherwise an error is introduced. The lower 
the knowledge of the agent, the bigger the error that it introduces on the news. 
At this point if the agent has received more than 1 news, it weighs the contribution of each of the 
news received, according to their source and the confidence it has in that source: if the news comes 
from a suorce with a political orientation similar to the one of the agent, than that news will have a 
higher weight in the process that brings the agent to have one final opinion, based on all the news 
received.

2.1.3) Political check 

Now a new check is made to determine if the agents actually agree with the news received.
Each agent compute its own confidence towards each of the 3 political parties, present in the 
simulation. This confidence is computed according to the political orientation of the single agent, 
and so, in general, is different for each node in the network. Once the three values of confidence are 
set, the check is actually done, confronting them with three values, extracted randomly from a 
uniform distribution in the range [0,1). If the random value is less than the confidence, the agent 
agree with that specific news.   

2.1.4) Leverage check 

Now the single agents, or nodes, start communicating with each other. Each of them asks its 
neighbors for their opinions (the news they received and weighted according to their parameters) 
giving to each opinion received a weigh based upon its confidence in the source from which that 
opinion came from. Then the agent makes a weighted average of the opinions received from the 
neighbors. If the agent was still unaware of any news in the system this weighted average becomes 
its new opinon, otherwise it is confronted with its own opinion, and a result is calculated according 
to the leverage level of the current agent.
Final opinon = (1-leverage) * own opinon + leverage * neighbors weighted opinion 



2.1.5) Setting final opinion

The last step of this sequence of operations is then repeated, making the agents speak with each 
other. At each tick they get their own final opinion according to all of their own parameters. Then 
they share this opinion with their neighbors, influencing the whole network.
This process continues until a stationary state is reached or until the user stops the simulation.
The opinions of all of the agents in the system are then placed in an histogram, that is updated at 
each tick, allowing the user to see how the entire network is reacting to the news available in the 
system according to the set of parameter chosen at the beginning of the simulation.

2.2) How the model works – Code examples

One of the main advantages using NetLogo is that with a very simple language it’s possible to 
control the simultaneous evolution of hundreds or thousands of indipendent agents interacting with 
each others. This makes possible to observe how simple rules on microscopic scale can be 
responsible for the appearace of unespected global behaviors on a macroscopic scale.
From this point of view could be interesting to take a closer look at the code responsible for the 
operations of the program:    

2.2.1) Network creation

One of the key points of the program is the creation of the network using a preferential attachment 
algorithm. Every time a new node is added to the network, the progam chooses one pre-existing 
node that will become a link – neighbor of the new one, using the following criteria:  

This is the opinion distribution after 2 time steps for a network with 500 
nodes and a starting news = 1,5



to-report find-partner
  let total random-float sum [count link-neighbors] of turtles
  let partner nobody
  ask turtles
  [
    set color white
    let nc count link-neighbors
    if partner = nobody
    [
      ifelse nc > total
        [ set partner self ]
        [ set total total - nc ]
    ]
  ]
  report partner
end

The variable total is extracted randomly from a uniform distribution between 0 and the total number 
of links present in the system at a given time ([count link-neighbors] of turtles).
After that the program asks each node (turtle) to count its own links and set the variable nc equal to 
that number. Now, if any one node in the system satisfies the if requirement (nc > total) it becomes 
the partner of the new node, if no node satisfies this requirement, the value of total is lessened and 
the check repeated again until a correct partner is found.
This operatin gives the nodes with a higher degree (higher number of links) a higher probability of 
being selected as partners. This probability is proportional to k i / k tot

With k i ,  number of links of node i and k tot , number of links available in the whole system.

2.2.2) Knowledge check

to check-knowledge
  if (knowledge-counter = 0)
  [
    ask people
    [
      ifelse (info-L-received = true)
      [
        ifelse (precision (random-float 1) 2 <= knowledge-level) 
        [set data-L news] 
        [
          set comp-err (precision (1 - knowledge-level) 2)
          let epsilon (random-float (comp-err * 2) - comp-err) * news
          set data-L (precision (news + epsilon) 2)
        ] 
      ]
      
      [ 
        set data-L 0
      ]  



      […]

  set knowledge-counter 1
  ]
end

This section of the code is used to determine if the agents that received a news, are able to 
understand it correctly or if they introduce some sort of error.
This kind of check is a useful example since all the other checks used in the program, are similar to 
this one. The knowledge counter is used by the program to make sure that this operation is 
performed only once. In this section we ask all nodes to check if they actually received a news and, 
if the asnwer is positive, we calculate what they really received: for each agent the software extracts 
a random variable  from a uniform distribution and confronts it with the knowledge level of that 
agent if the check is positive, then the agent understands the news just as it is (the higher the 
knowlode level the higher the probability for an agent to understand the news correctly).
If the check isn’t positive the software calculates the maximum error that the agent can make 
according its knowledge level and stores it in the comp-err variable, then extracts randomly an error 
in the range [- comp-err; + comp-err]  and finally sets the data received equal to the news plus its 
error.

2.2.3) Set political orientation

to set-political-orientation2
  reset-political
  ask people
  [  
    let target (max-one-of link-neighbors [count link-neighbors])
    ifelse ((precision (random-float 1) 2) < leverage-level)
    [
      if ([party] of target = -1) [set political-orientation precision ((random-float -0.66) - 0.33) 2]
      if ([party] of target =  0) [set political-orientation precision ((random-float  0.66) - 0.33) 2]
      if ([party] of target =  1) [set political-orientation precision ((random-float  0.66) + 0.33) 2]     
    ]
    [set political-orientation precision ((random-float 2) - 1) 2]
    
    if (political-orientation <= -0.33)                                                    [set party (- 1)]    
    if (political-orientation > -0.33 and  political-orientation < 0.33) [set party 0]    
    if (political-orientation >= 0.33)                                                    [set party 1]
  ]
  set-current-plot "Politics"
  set-current-plot-pen "People"
  set-histogram-num-bars 50
  set-plot-y-range 0 5
  histogram [political-orientation] of people
  update-colors
end



This section of the code is used to set the political orientation of the agents after the creation of the 
network, allowing the user to study the same system just changing the parameters characterizing it.
The main goal of this function is to create political parties: each agents asks to all its link-neighbors, 

to count its own links, and then chooses the neighbor with the highest number of links as its target. 
Now the usual check is made, extracting a random number in the range [0,1) and confronting it with 
the leverage level of the agent. If the check is successful, the agent set its political orientation to be 
similar to the one of its target, extracting it randomly in the range of  values allowed by its political 
party. If the check isn’t successful, the agent just chooses a uniformly distribuited random 
orientation in the range of values allowed for all parties.
As usual the higer the leverage level, the higher the probability that the agent will imitate its target.
This function distributes the political orientation of the agents keeping a correlation between linked 
agent, constructing groups of nodes with similar behavior.

3) Results and observations
We tried to characterize the network observing how the final opinion distibution changes, for 
different starting values of the set of parameters and we observed that: as expected for medium 
values of  leverage, information level and knowledge level, influence the opinion distribution of the 
system altering  width and convergence time (time needed by the system to become stationary 
around a given mean value), and the mean value of the opinions corresponds to the value of the 
broadcasted news. Low levels of information and knowledge cause the width of the distribution to 
increase, just like convergence time. We also noticed that the effects of low information level are 
more significative when also knowledge level is low.
If knowledge level is high, the obtained distribution is very narrow, and variation on information 
level are not very effective.
More interesting results are obtained altering the leverage level (tendency to imitate each other): if 
knowledge and information level are high the weight of leverage is very low, and its main effect is a 
decrease in the convergence time, but when information and knowledge are low, leverage starts 
playing and important role. With a low leverage level, the agents are indipendent and the system 
does not converge to a uniform opinion, almost all possible opinions are present, some peaks may 
appear corresponding to the opinions shared by the biggest political parties.
With a high leverage level the systems converges again but the mean of the opinion distribution 
deos not correspond to the broadcasted news: some sort of bias appears in the network.
In a small number of simulations the with these conditions (low information, low knowledge, high 
leverage) the system begins to oscillate between a couple of states with different distribution means.



4) Possible developments
There are a lot of possible steps that could be taken in the analisys of this kind of networks.
First of all, mainly for lack of time, it’s not been possible to investigate the agreement of the agents 
concerning the news received: a couple of variable are taking this into account, but this 
informations, for now, are not used to study the system.
Another interesting development could be the evolution of the network on two different levels:
on a microscopic level, we could have agents able to learn from experience and change not only 
their opinions, but also the parameters used to get the news from the system or from other agents.
On a macroscopic level we could develop a network evolving in time, with agents borning and 
dying (at a given rate) during the simulation and observe how the experience made by the agents 
can pass on to the new generations.
It could also be interesting to see how this kind of network would react to the coexistence of totally 
different news. 
Finally we have the feeling that the software created could be investigated in a deeper way trying to 
find analitical expression for the opinion distribution obtained, or simply getting other informations 
from the system, getting to a more complete characterization of the diffusion and reception of news 
into a real-like network.


